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A few words from Monica—
Yes, summer is here! I’m writing this in May and it’s 103o outside. Wonder what the next few months will be like...Let’s
make it full of fun things to do at Monica’s!
We have a few spots left in Desert Quilting Retreat #3 (Aug. 10, 11, 12) and Retreat #4 (Aug., 17, 18, 19.) The fee is still
$380—that includes your quilt kit, most meals and of course, surprises. The hotel is an additional $120 per night at the
beautiful Hyatt Grand Champions resort in Indian Wells. This year’s theme is the Roaring Twenties because it’s my 20th
year hosting summer retreats! Please call and ask for me if you’d like more information.
The Quilters Run is just around the corner—and it’s the 20th anniversary for that, too! Each store made a quilt to represent an anniversary year. We are year #8: Pottery. Wait until you see our quilt, designed by Sharon Picciolo—it’s beautiful.
The Bead Hop is coming up, too. This year’s theme is Fine Artists. Can you guess who I picked? Plus we are again participating in the Row by Row Experience. This year’s theme is Sew Musical. We have another great row with a desert theme.
Wow—lots to do. And of course we have classes on both sides of the shop in our dedicated, air conditioned classroom
all summer. You can register on line, over the phone or in the shop. Hope to see all of you.
Oh—and my life? It’s wonderful! I’m blessed with loving children, grandchildren, and of course, Patric. I couldn't ask for
more.

Southern California

13th Anniversary Sale July 6-15

Save 15% storewide!

Bead Shop Hop

sale items, books &
Lindstrom tools are
excluded

Save the dates!
September 7, 8, 9
September 14,15, 16
10 to 7 Fri./Sat, 12 to 6 Sun.

We will be closed on July 4th
Happy Independence Day!

--------

Reindeer Dash 10

Thurs., thru Sat., October 4, 5, 6

Extended Hours

Details are still being hammered out as we go to press with this
newsletter.
We’ll have information at the store and on our website soon!
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Stitch it up!
Quilting & Sewing Class Skill Levels
 Beginner: Little or no experience; for classes requiring a machine you must have basic working knowledge of your
machine. Don’t bring a brand new machine you have never used!
 Confident Beginner: Previous experience with rotary cutting equipment and a good understanding of basic quilt
construction techniques
 Intermediate & Beyond: Substantial experience with quilt or clothing construction and design techniques. Up
for a challenge!
These classes don’t need a machine during class

The Basics
Beginning Quilt Making



4-part class

$85

Easy Sampler/Beyond Beginning   4-part class

Ready to venture into the exciting world of quilt
making? This 4 week course will give you a
solid foundation. Learn to choose fabrics, use
tools properly, cut & measure accurately, make
simple adjustments and more while making a
cuddle-sized quilt. Book required
Instructor: Susie Contratto

Start just about any Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

Start just about any Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

Introduction to Free Motion Quilting  

$45

$85

Make this beautiful sampler in four weeks! You'll learn
new techniques with each block. If you have taken
Beginning Quilt Making, this is a great next step. If
you are a seasoned quilter, you will enjoy doing
something different in each class.
Pattern required
Instructor: Susie Contratto

Basic Sewing Machine Cleaning

class fee $30/kit fee $3

Your sewing machine needs Tender Loving Care to
sew well. Learn where & how to clean the lint,
threads and other debris that gum up the works,
the most useful cleaning tools, needle maintenance
and where to put that one drop of oil that every
machine needs! Kit includes cleaning supplies.
Instructor: Cheryl Taylor

Isn’t it time you learned to finish your own small
quilts and projects? Learn the secrets of successful
machine quilting and banish FoQ (Fear of Quilting.)
With a bit of practice, you'll be showing off your
finished quilts in no time. Book required.
Instructor: Mary Gorfine
Sat., 8/11, or Fri., 9/21 10 to 3:30

Friday, August. 24 10 to 1

Applique
Applique Stitch Lab



$45

Applique the Laura Heine Way  

Boost your applique IQ! Loaded with super
practical tips and tricks, this workshop is a
great beginner’s class to learn easy machine
applique. Make Linda’s “Splendor” wall
hanging while exploring methods of shape
preparation and stitches—both practical and
decorative. Pattern required
Instructor: Linda Sullivan of Colourwerx

$45

Okay. This is just way too much fun! Create a simple
template using one of Laura’s charming patterns, cut
up some fabric, fuse it to a foundation and away you
go. Choose your favorite collage quilt pattern from
this award winning quilter & spend the day playing
with fabric. Pattern required.
Instructor: Mary Gorfine
Monday, July 30, Aug. 13 or Aug. 20 10 to 4

Saturday, Sept. 1 10 to 4

Wonky Mod Cat or Dog



$45

Slash ‘n sew piecing, off-kilter stitching and easy machine applique make this a fun and stress free
workshop. Learn wonky piecing techniques to form a fabric collage and the basics of fusible machine
applique while making a pillow or wall hanging. Linda will also show you how to make the multi-block
Mod Cat quilt. Pattern required
Instructor: Linda Sullivan of Colourwerx
Sunday, Sept. 30 10 to 4

Sit and Sew

All Levels

$10 per session

If you have unfinished projects and need just a little help, our Sit & Sew sessions
are perfect for you. What could be better than access to an expert while you’re
sewing & making new friends at the same time?
Advance registration and payment is required. Instructor: Susie Contratto
Most Wednesdays
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Find Basic Supply Lists for Jewelry-Making &
Sewing classes on our website. And, don’t
forget to ask for the specific list of supplies for
each class Supply lists for sewing classes can
be downloaded from class web pages.
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Paper Piecing
Paper Piecing the Judy Niemeyer way

  $45

Would you like to get perfect points with
minimal effort? Try Paper Piecing! Just sew
on the line and watch as the pieces take
shape into intricate designs. This class is
perfect for all levels. If you are new to paper
piecing, start with a smaller, easier pattern—
Catherine will help you choose fabrics. You
can take as few or as many classes as you’d
like. Judy Niemeyer Pattern required—your
choice. Instructor: Catherine Wilson

Christmas Tree  
$45 class fee/$70 Kit fee 2-part class
Make your Christmas tree straight and tall using easy
foundation piecing. Kits include pattern, tissue-paper
foundations (enough to make 2 trees!) and pre-cut
Hoffman batiks for the top. There are 3 color options:
dark green (Pine), light green (Midnight) or Silver.
Approx. size 26.5" x 76.75".
Kit required. Instructor: Susie Contratto
Friday and Saturday, July 6 & 7 10 to 3

Sundays, July 15, August 12, September 9 10 to 4

Pieced Quilts
Katie

$45

all levels

Fancy Free Piecing



$30

This cut loose and fancy free style of piecing has no
exact seams, no templates, no measurements and
best of all, no stress. While making this retro 12”
ModTV block, Linda will share ways to make the full
size quilt & a memory pillow project using a favorite
photo printed on fabric in the TV screen.
Pattern required
Instructor: Linda Sullivan of Colourwerx

This lap quilt uses assorted 10" squares and a
fast and fun disappearing block technique.
Cutting is easy with either the Stripology or
Stripology Squared ruler by Creative Grids.
Use a Layer Cake or scraps. Pattern & Ruler
required. Instructor: Susie Contratto
Fri., August 24 or Sun., Sept. 23 10 to 3

Sunday, July 29 11 to 2 or Fri., Sept. 21 10 to 1

Going Wild



$50

Based on Joe Cunningham’s “Rock the Block,
Album Style”, Going Wild guides you through her
technique to create a unique quilt design every
time. No two quilts are ever the same, even if
you use the same fabric! Learn a fun and easy
technique with great results!
Instructor: Cheryl Taylor

Crème Brulee



$45

This is a yummy “low calorie” exercise that uses the
Perfect Rectangle Ruler to create a masterpiece
using a variety of background fabrics to set off your
stars. Pattern and ruler required.
Instructor: Susie Contratto
Saturday, September 1 10 to 4

Saturday, July 7 or Friday, Sept. 28 10 to 4

Other Sewing Projects
Jelly Roll Rug



$45

Woven Spiral Baskets



$45

Ooh! Make this unique decorative basket from
Aunties Two with a 12 pointed star on the inside
and outside bottom! Pattern required.
Instructor: Mary Gorfine

Using one Jelly Roll (40-42 strips) create a
beautiful rug or a set of 4 placemats!!! You can
use novelty fabrics, tone on tone fabrics or even
batiks. Great for confident beginners.
Pattern required. Instructor: Patti Unterman

Sat., Aug. 18 or Sat., Sept. 29 10 to 4

Friday, Sept. 28 10 to 3

Cork Wristlet

Diva Frame Wallet


$25

Sun., July 8 11 to 1 or Fri., Aug. 31 10 to noon



$45

Friday, Aug. 17 10 to 4 10 to 4

Wine Caddy

The “H” Box is an easy to make soft-sided bag
that’s perfect for shopping, taking to the market or
a picnic, or to carry your projects and supplies.
Pockets are optional, as is stabilizing with an
interfacing for an upright bag that holds its shape.
Pattern required. Instructor: Cheryl Taylor
Wed., Aug. 1 or Sept. 5 10 to 4
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$45

This frame wallet will definitely turn some heads!
It’s the perfect accessory and so simple that even
a beginner can do it. Pop it into your bag or use it
as a clutch. Great in fabric, cork or a combination.
Make it with 2 fabrics or make it scrappy.
Pattern & frame required. Instructor: Mary Gorfine

Cork is a renewable resource that feels and behaves
like leather. See how easy it is to use this beautiful
material while making a cute and practical little wristlet.
Pattern required. Instructor: Mary Gorfine

“H” Box
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$45

Looking for that perfect last minute hostess gift? Need a
centerpiece for your table that is not only beautiful but
useful? Look no more! Make a Wine Caddy to show off
your favorite beverage or give as a unique gift.
Pattern required. Instructor: Cheryl Taylor
Fri., 7/27, Fri., 8/3, Mon., 8/6, Mon., 8/20
10 to 4
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Our jewelry class dates are flexible! We’ll work with you to schedule
any of our classes on a different date

Jewelry Making

Jewelry Class Skill Levels
Beginner: Little or no experience
Confident Beginner: Previous experience with tools and a good understanding of basic jewelry making techniques.
Intermediate & Beyond: Substantial experience with jewelry making and design techniques.

The Basics

These classes are designed to help the beginning jewelry maker form a solid foundation for advancing to more difficult projects.
Begin your jewelry making adventure with any of these classes! Classes are from 10 to 3 unless noted

Stringing 101 $35

Instructor: Patricia Paz-Altschul

Bring a photo of a bracelet, a necklace or earrings you’d
like to make & Patricia will help you put your own spin on it.
Learn the basics of good jewelry design and stringing
techniques. Whether you prefer chunky gemstones,
pearls, lampwork beads or Czech glass, you’ll be proud to
wear your creation.

Wire 101

$35 Instructor: Patricia Paz-Altschul
Learn the basic wire & wire-wrapped loops used to connect beads
with jump rings & S-hook links. Make a hook clasp,
learn to use several pliers and how to clean and
polish wire. Once you have mastered these techniques you will feel like a pro!
Prerequisite for all wire workshops

Basic Knotting $35
Tuesdays: July 3, 31, Aug. 14, Sept. 18
Thursdays: Sept. 6
Monday evening, Sept. 17 5 to 9pm

Learn the basics of knotting with string
using specialized tweezers. This class is
great for beginners or students wishing to refresh
their knotting skills. Patricia will help you design a
necklace of pearls or stones.

Wire 102

$50

Now that you know the basics from Wire 101, learn to make
coils. Create a linked necklace or bracelet
with coils, caged beads, wrapped beads, links & a
pelican clasp. Prerequisite: Wire 101

Thursdays: July 5, Aug. 2, 16, Sept. 13, 20, 27
Tuesday: September 4

Tuesday, July 10 10 to 3

Bead Weaving 101

$35 each

Instructor: Theresa Hanada

These classes will teach the beginning beader the basic stitches used as a foundation for any beading project. Each one-day class focuses on one
beading stitch and can be taken in any order. After completing these classes you are ready to tackle anything else in the beading world.
101A—Take one of these classes on any of the dates listed

101B—Take one of these classes on any of the dates listed

Peyote 101 The most basic & essential beadwork
stitch

Herringbone 101 Once you’ve mastered this stitch you
are ready to move on to circular weaves.

Brick Stitch 101 Create intricate
patterns with brick stitch.

Ndebele 101 Make a softly twisted
rope of beads, perfect for hanging
pendants.

Ladder Stitch 101 This stitch lends
itself to many bead styles.
Tuesday, July 3
Thursdays: Aug. 30, Sept. 6 or 27
Saturday: Aug. 18

Save the dates!

Thursdays: July 5, 26 or Sept. 6
Tuesdays: Aug. 7, 21, Sept. 4 or 25

Southern California Bead Shop Hop—2 weekends this year!
Friday, Saturday, Sunday Sept. 7, 8, 9 & Sept. 14, 15, 16

Theme: Fine Artists
$500 Gift Certificate and a gumball machine for 1 lucky winner * $100 each to 3 runners up
© Monica Gonzales 2018
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Dessie Cullen, Leather & more
classes from 10-3:00 except as noted

Leather Make & Take

Our jewelry class dates are flexible! We’ll work with you
to schedule any of our classes on a different date

Leather Beaded Cuff

If you’ve made Rosemary’s Lunar Ladder Bracelet
or the Chan Lu Wrap Bracelet & are ready to move
your skills forward, this cuff is for you. Learn to add
on & embellish a shorter version of the wrap.
Prerequisite: Lunar Ladder Wrap Bracelet

Class fee: $20/kit fee varies: $12 to $34
Even if you have never made jewelry before,
these bracelets are so simple that you can make
more than one in a 2 hour class! Great gifts!
Actual selection will vary based on availability.
Friday, July 27, Aug. 3, Aug.10, Aug. 17
10 to noon

$40

Thurs., July 5, Sat., Aug. 4 or Sept. 22

Goldie Necklace

$35

In this free-spirited necklace you will learn to make leather
tassels, leather connections and end embellishment.

Monica Bracelet or Necklace

Tues., July 10
Thurs., Aug. 9 or Sept. 6

$30 class fee/$60 kit fee for each
Monica Bracelet
Tues., 7/10, Sat., 9/29 10 to Noon
Tues., 7/28, 8/11 or Thurs., 9/27 1 to 3

Mixed Media Necklace

$40

If you already know how to string beads take your skills to
the next level with this class. Learn placement & balance
of stones, chain & spacer beads. Learn to set rivets &
unify your creation with leather.
Thurs., July 5, Sat., Aug. 4 or Sept. 22

Make a fashion statement with the Monica
Bracelet or Necklace--in just 2 hours! We've
scheduled them so that you can register for one
in the morning and the other in the afternoon-spend the day doing what you love and go
home with a stunning set. We’ve put together
kits for both pieces.

Rainbow Tango

Make this whimsical necklace with stones and chain.
Practice the bead wrap skills you learned in Wire 101
or learn to use a looper to attach the stones.
Tues., July 31 or Sept. 4, or Thurs., Aug. 30

Monica Necklace
Tues., 7/10, Sat., 9/29 1 to 3
Sat., 7/28, 8/11 or Thurs., 9/27 10 to Noon

Leather & Chain Tassel

Jasmine

$40

Wear this versatile piece as a choker or wrap bracelet. Learn to attach embellishments (beads, tassels,
charms) to leather lace with wire.
Previous wire experience recommended.
Tues., July 31 or Sept. 4, or Thurs., Aug. 30

Triple Cascade Necklace

Thurs., July 26, Tues., Aug. 28 or Sept. 18

$45

This leather tassel necklace is simple and fun to
make. Learn braiding, one form of tassel making,
attaching a pendant and leather wrapping.

Tues., Aug. 21 or
Thurs., Sept 13

Bracelet Extravaganza

Tues., July 24 or Sept., 18 or
Thurs., Aug. 23

$35

Learn to make a necklace with knotting between each
bead and one version of a leather tassel.
Previous knotting experience recommended.

$35

A great beginner’s class that’s fun for all skill levels.
1 class + 3 bracelets = Instant gratification! Learn to
attach chain and beads to leather with waxed cord,
size and glue together components, measure, cut
and punch holes in leather.
Tues., July 3 or Sept. 25, or Thurs., Aug. 2

Boho–Style Pendant

Learn to cut leather, set rivets/eyelets, and sew on
leather.

Mala

$40

$35

Learn to tie a slide knot and a unique technique for
connecting leather and chain.
Prerequisite: Wire Wrap

Rebecca

$35

$40

Let’s make this funky Bohemian-style necklace with
your choice of focal pendant. You will learn leather
connections, pearl knotting & a little wirework.
Previous knotting experience recommended.
Sat., July 7, Tues., Aug. 7 or Thurs., Sept. 20

Boho Bead Wrap

$40

Design a bracelet bar with focal beads and leather, and
fit it to your wrist size. Combine the elements using the
wire wrapping skills you learned in Wire 101.

Tues., July 10, Thurs., Aug. 9 or Sept. 6
Thurs., July 26, Tues., Aug. 28 or Sept. 18
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Theresa Hanada, Beading & more
See more of Theresa’s classes at the shop & on our website

Our jewelry class dates are flexible! We’ll work with you to schedule any of our
classes on a different date
Classes are from 10-3 except as noted

Abigail Necklace

Jillian Earrings $35
Love working with Super Duos? This class will show you
how to incorporate them into a brickstitch earring.
Tues., July 24, Sept. 25, or Thurs., Aug. 16

Frankie Necklace

$45

Chelsea Chain Necklace

Showcase a beautiful beaded clasp with a circular
peyote rope. This is a 1-day class with a follow-up
session. Schedule your follow-up with Theresa on
class day. Prerequisite: Must know peyote stitch

$35

Monday evening, July 9 or Sept. 17 5 to 9

Embellishing Pendants $45

Using a Kumihimo wheel, create a series of beaded
rings to dress up your table. Makes a perfect hostess
gift—but you’ll probably want a set for yourself, too!

Make a Peyote band and create a free
form pendant with a combination of beads
and charms. Choose either project. The
Afia Pendant features a cone shell and
faceted gem stones. We have a limited
supply of shells at the shop.

Thurs., August 16

Sat., July 7 or Thurs., Aug. 2

Brenda Necklace $45
Learn how to turn an Ndebele rope into a
gem encrusted sensation. This beautiful and elegant piece has endless options.

Miguel’s Game Day Bracelet $45
Here’s one for the men in your life! Learn how to basic
peyote with jute cord to create a bracelet—choose his
favorite team colors and turn him into a jewelry-wearing
fan.
Tuesday, Sept. 4 or Thurs., Sept. 20

Fill in the Gap Kumihimo $35
If you love Kumihimo but would like to learn a
new weave technique, this is your class. We’ll
use seven strands instead of eight to create this
necklace.

Shelly Ring or Shelly Pendant

Mary Me Necklace $35

Thursday, Aug. 2

This unique pattern is splendid when made with
gemstones. Or, combine pearls & crystals to create
a perfect piece for the bride to be.

Ferade Bracelet $45

Tues., Aug. 14 or Sept. 4

Peyote lovers will enjoy this class. Learn to capture a
crystal or stone of your choice and artfully showcase
on a band.

$45

Learn how to successfully combine a variety of
gems with a brick stitch base and artful placement of
stones using a foolproof formula. Make additional
components to create a romantic necklace.

Tues., July 31, Aug. 21 or Thurs., Sept. 20

A Bevy of Bracelets
Choose a bracelet

Tues., July 3, Thurs., Aug. 9 or Sept. 27

$35

Learn the pattern for the Diana Earring. Combine a
featured stone or crystal with seed beads to create
a dimensional, elegant hoop. Spectacular results
from a technique easy enough for beginners.

$35

Create a shell-like ring or pendant using a
variety of beads in different sizes to form a
3 dimensional piece.
Prerequisite: Peyote 101

Sat., July 28, Thurs., Aug.16 or Tues., Sept. 11

Diana Earrings

Afia

Amiga

Tues., July 24, Sept. 25 or Thurs., Aug. 16

Victoria Earrings or Necklace

$35

The Chelsea is perfect for layering with other necklaces you already have. Learn how to create this
chain, then add your favorite gemstone to the mix.

Thurs., July 5, Tues., Aug. 7, or Sat., Sept. 22

Hot Hostess Napkin Rings

$35

Learn to make this delicate necklace using double-hole brick beads. Perfect by itself or layered with
longer necklaces.
Thurs., July 5, Tues., Aug. 7 or
Sat., Sept. 22

Patrizia

$45

Tues., July 3, Sept. 18, Thurs., July 26, Aug. 23
Or Saturday, Aug. 11
Isabelle

Ursula

Lizee

Tues., Sept. 25, or Thurs., Aug. 9
Olivia

Sarah

Rachel

Chainmail Workshop $35
Learn the art of joining jumprings to create intricate
patterns that have been around for centuries. Make a
bracelet, necklace, or choose from 3 different earring
kits in silver, bronze or copper.
Sat., July 7, Thurs., Aug. 9 or Tues., Sept 25
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Rose Mary Jameson, Beading

Our jewelry class dates are flexible! We’ll work with you to
schedule any of our classes on a different date

10 to 3 except as noted

There are more classes & project groups on our website. Visit the shop to see all of Rose Mary’s samples!

Right Angle Weave I & II

$45

Peyote CGB

Explore this tricky thread path, gaining confidence along the way with
lots of shared tips. Many projects to choose from—start simple and
work your way up to CRAW.
Tues. July 23
or Aug. 21
Thurs., Sept. 6

Beginning Loomwork

$45

Take your peyote skills up a notch and discover the exploding world of
Contemporary Geometric Beadwork. Learn the concepts of MRAW,
exploding tips and structure. Choose from several different projects
including these: Prerequisite: Peyote 101
Warped
Ojo de
Sq. Tassel
Wings of
Golden
Dios
Flight
Triangles

$35

Thursdays
August 9 or Sept. 27

Try your hand at loomwork using the mini Rick’s loom. This tool has
simple warp thread loading and very easy finishing. Learn to read a
pattern, sort the beads, weave them
and hold in place.
Tues., August 28
Fiesta Bracelet

Beaded Suede
Wrap

5-Layer Cake

Advanced Loomwork

Macramé

$45

Remember when we used to do this in the 70’s? Well it’s ‘knot’ the
same decade, but it’s the same stitch. Projects offer a good study of
square knots, twisted knots, half hitches and more. Easily incorporate
beads, finish fringe ends full of beads and learn to use the newest tools.

$45

Take your loomwork to new levels with wider & more complex patterns.
Learn how to start a bigger project. Tips will be given on different tools
that are helpful, the many ways to set up your loom and keeping track
of your beads. Must be confident in loomwork techniques.

Thursday, July 5 or Tues., Sept. 11

Bead Embroidery
Tuesday, July 17 or Thurs., Sept. 20

Lunar Ladder

$45

Embellishment tips and tricks to turn anything into a work of art. Learn
how to capture a cabochon or bling the surface of a bracelet.

$35

Make ladder wrap bracelets using round leather and semi precious
stones with a very simple stitch. Learn how to add different elements.
Learn new tips to cut your stitching time in half.
Thursdays
7/26, 8/2, 8/9, 8/16,
9/16
Monday, 5 to 9 pm
July 9

Slip Stitch Crochet

Sat., July 7 10 to 3, or Mon., Sept. 17 5 to 9pm

Bead Crochet

$35

Take a turn at tubular bead crochet. 3 different starts are shown to get
you over the hurdle and onto making an impressive piece.

$35

Make a funky, fashionable necklace from your stash of fabulous beads.
A great way to test the waters using the most basic crochet technique.
Tuesday, July 10
Thurs., August 30

Kumihimo

Flat Peyote

$45

Work with more complex patterns and learn the difference between
even count, odd count or two drop peyote (and why each is important).
Expand your working knowledge of this stitch, also known as gourd
stitch. Add to your skills by learning more than three ways to start your
peyote piece. Prerequisite: Peyote 101.

$40

Learn Kumihimo techniques: loading colorways, working with unusual
beads and many tips for making round braids.
Tuesdays
Aug. 7 or
Sept., 25
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Patricia Paz-Altschul, Wire Work

Classes are from 10 to 3 except as noted. Start times may be staggered—
we’ll confirm your time when you register

Our jewelry class dates are flexible! We’ll work with you to schedule any of our classes on a different date
Tatiana Necklace $35

Chains & More

Learn how to work with mesh chain. Create a variety
of components to embellish the mesh with beads,
findings & coils using ball headpins and thin gauge
wire. Let your imagination fly with contrasts and
textures.
Prerequisite: Wire 101

Choose any of these pieces to perfect your chain skills.
Prerequisite for all: Wire 101

Chains I $40

Pearl
Cascade

Waterfall
Necklace

Tuesday, Sept. 25

Tuesday
August 21

Wire Wrapping
Learn how to wire wrap just about anything! From simple cabochons to
elaborate bracelets, wire wrapping is a versatile technique.
Prerequisite for all: Wire 101

Wire Wrap I $35 Thursday, Sept. 6
Serendipity
Leather Cuff

Bangle I

Wire Wrap II

Chandelier
Earrings

Wrapped Cabachon
or Pendant

Kimberly

Auzzie

3 in 1

Lariat with
Teardrop

Saturday
August 18
11 to 3

$40 Thursday, August 23
Caged
Pendant

Chains II $45

Links
Wrapped
Cross

Undina’s
Jumpring
Hoops
Bracelet

Beginning with a straight length of wire use precise movements to create beautiful patterns. Prerequisite: Wire 101 &
Wire102
These are 2 part classes. Patricia will schedule part 2 with you.

Links I

$50

Butterfly
Link

Herringbone
Link

Clover Link

Vintage
Button

Wire Wrap III $50 Sat., Sept. 22
Wire Wrap III is
a 2-part class.
Patricia will
schedule part 2
with you.

Tuesday, July 10 11 to 3
Wrap Bracelet

Links II

$50

It’s a Wrap

Oma’s Heart

Tuesday
July 10 11 to 3

Half a Dozen Earrings $65
Make up to 3 different pairs of earrings while continuing to master the
basic techniques you learned in Wire 101.

Tuesday, September 11

Coiling
Use a mandrel to make coils, then fashion them into simple or more
complicated jewelry. Prerequisite: Wire 101 & Wire102

Coiling I $45

Kuchi Coil

Bangle II

Thursday
July 26

Viking Weave $65
In these classes use just two elements: a dowel and sterling
silver wire. Fashion a rope out of metal and finish the end caps. In the
Stephanie learn to weave a bead into the rope. Prerequisite: Wire 101

Saturday
July 28 or
Tuesday
Aug. 21
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Basic Viking
Weave

Coiling II $65

Stephanie
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Birdnest
Coil

Twist &
Shout

Tuesday
July 24
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